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ABSTRACT 

"Augmented reality (AR)" is a computer-based technology to augment the real 

world by adding virtual objects. Augmenting reality adds extra layers of digital 

information projected into the reality we see every day around us. Combining the physical 

world with computer-generated virtual elements, objects, and effects can and will enhance 

the physical world's appearance around us as we know it. It could be a fascinating 

experience when the virtual and real-world could coexist seamlessly, and digital 

information must be recognized and emerged into the real world. A viewer feels like a 

virtual object existed in the real world if its appearance is correctly seen from an arbitrary 

position. Augmented reality (AR) is one of the best representations of what is stored for 

us in the future of computer vision and machine learning and virtual reality (VR) 

entertainment. The display of an image of a virtual object with its correct appearance 

according to the viewer's position is called a "view-dependent" display. In AR, a viewer 

usually uses his/her display device, such as a tablet, a smartphone, and special glasses, to 

display a view-dependent image for his/her position. 

On the other hand, in "spatial augmented reality (SAR)" including projection 

mapping, multiple viewers at different positions see a typical image projected on the 

surface of a real object, such as a wall, a building, and even a human, by the naked eyes 

without their own display devices. Then, if the shape of the virtual object is different from 

that of the real object, a viewer at an arbitrary position sees an incorrect appearance of the 

virtual object in general. Besides, the difference between the shapes causes the actual 

object's surface to have some empty areas onto which the virtual object is not projected. 



Such open spaces make the viewer not feel the virtual object merging into the real world. 

While lots of methods to solve the "incorrect appearance" problem have been proposed, 

as far as we know, there is no existing method to treat the "empty area" problem. As we 

mentioned before it could be easier for the viewer to spot the line between what is the real

world objects are and what are virtual reality projected lights. To build a bridge between 

these two opposite ends, we are proposing a method of projecting view-dependent images 

of the real-world surroundings with the virtual reality 3D model onto the real-world object. 

We propose a view-dependent projection mapping method to solve the "empty area" 

problem. By employing our method, on the main projection object will have less gap 

between the virtual object that has been projected on and the physical objects that are 

existing in real-life. Our method eliminates undesired empty areas by projecting the real 

background behind the real object in a view-dependent matter. To treat a far background 

in a large space, even outdoors, the actual background image is captured by an RGB 

camera, not an RGB-D camera with a depth range limit and converted to an appropriate 

image for a viewer's position by using a background plane to approximate the background 

shape based on homography. The background plane is adjusted for an arbitrary viewer's 

position by experimental parameters given by a grid-based interpolation mechanism. This 

way, we have a flexible background plane that we can control as desired depending on the 

viewer's position for a successful, geometrically correct view. Consequently, the viewer 

does not feel the presence of the real object and feels the virtual object merging into the 

real world merging them into one. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Augmented Reality (AR) [1][2]is a computer-based technology to generate a virtual world 

by adding a variety of virtual things, such as virtual objects, to the real world to augment the 

physical environment. AR was defined in 1997 [37], the researcher indicated that AR is not only 

restricted by the specialized hardware, whereas also it brings the real and virtual objects together 

in a physical environment. There is a fascination with AR because the technology records the real 

and virtual world together, and they run jointly in real-time in three dimensions. Augmented 

Reality and Virtual Reality are much different from each other, but they also have much in common. 

Our minds and bodies exist in a mix of space and time continuum that we all perceive as reality. 

Nowadays, ifwe want, we can even exist inside a computer-generated mix of space that we know 

as Virtual Reality (VR). However, there are other types of reality in between these extreme ends 

where the real physical world and virtual reality intertwine to varying degrees, one of which being 

augmented Reality (AR)[]. VR immerses the users in a synthetic virtual world entirely. The only 

tie to the physical world would be the space used in the VR experience. 

To fully convince the brain, the VR uses calibration technology to create a safe zone for 

VR activities. On the other hand, AR technology augments reality by superimposing virtual objects 

and cues upon the real-world in real-time. 



Real 
Environment 

Mixed Reality(MR) 

Augmented 
Reality(AR) 

Augmented Virtual 
Virtuality(AV) ..... Environment 

Milgram's Reality-Virtuality Continuum [38] 

The virtual world is usually displayed in an image, including a video, for viewers to see 

using various kinds of display devices, such as a monitor, a tablet, a smartphone, a head-mounted 

display, and special glasses. In this case, generally, the viewer has his/her display device to see an 

image generated for only him/her according to his/her viewing position. This means that multiple 

viewers see different images, respectively. On the other hand, spatial augmented reality (SAR) 

[1][2][3][4] augments the real world without such display devices. SAR usually uses a projector 

to display an image by projecting it onto a real object's surface, such as a screen, a wall, a building, 

a house, a car, and even a human in the real world. A viewer sees the image projected on the actual 

object's surface by the naked eyes; that is, multiple viewers simultaneously see the same image. In 

SAR, the display of an image does not depend on a viewer [2]. Therefore, SAR enables multiple 

workers to collaborate by seeing a shared virtual world simultaneously without their own display 

devices [2]. Projection mapping is a well-known technology to achieve SAR in many fields, such 

as entertainment, advertisement, and education. Many research works of SAR using projection 

mapping have been done by a variety of researchers so far. In the following, we use "SAR" and 

"projection mapping" has the same meaning if the usage causes no problem. In AR, a viewer feels 

as if a virtual object existed in the real world if the object's appearance is observed correctly from 

an arbitrary position around the object. The display to show a virtual object's correct appearance 

according to a viewer's position is usually called view-dependent display, which is exceedingly 

important in AR. 

As one typical way to determine view-dependent display, AR systems use a marker to 

indicate the exact position of a virtual object in the 3D space; by obtaining the object's relative 

positions and a viewer by using the marker. the viewer's display device is given a correct image of 
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the object seen from his/her position. According to a viewer's position, some systems use a screen 

made from special material to reflect a different correct image. "Parallax" is a visual effect caused 

by the difference in left and right eyes. In a typical stereoscope system, a viewer wears special 

glasses that give the left and right eyes different images generated using the parallax effect. 

"Parallax scrolling" is a well-known computer graphics technique to give the viewer a sense of 

immersion in a 3D virtual space using 2D images. This technique yields a feeling of the depth 

difference between foreground and background objects by moving foreground images faster than 

background images according to the viewer's movement. In the methods described above, an image 

seen by a viewer depends on the position of the viewer's eyes. On the other hand, in SAR, multiple 

viewers usually see a virtual object's common image by the naked eyes without their own display 

devices. A SAR system sometimes, or often, does not need the view-dependent display of a virtual 

object. If needed, one easy way is to project an image of a virtual object onto the surface of a real 

object whose shape is the same as that of the. virtual object. In this case, the virtual object's 

appearance projected on the real object's surface is observed correctly from an arbitrary viewer's 

position. However, it is practically difficult to prepare such a real object for an arbitrary virtual 

object. Then, the difference between their shapes causes a problem of incorrect appearance on a 

projected image. For example, in Figure 1, the correct appearances of a virtual object, teapot, in 

(bl) and (b3) become the incorrect appearances in (dl) and (d3) by projecting a correct image (b2) 

on the surface of a real object, cube. The detail is explained in Section 3. The difference between 

the shapes of a virtual object and a real object causes another problem. The real object's surface 

has "empty areas" on which has no virtual object projected on. Such empty areas make a viewer 

not feel the virtual object merging into the real world. In (dl), (d2), and (d3) of Figure l, empty 

areas on the cube's surface are coloured in grey. In the real world, the cube is seen with a real 

background behind it as shown in (gl), (g2), and (g3), in which the coloured boxes simulate the 

real background. The empty areas degrade the viewer's feeling that the virtual teapot merges into 

the real background. 1.2 Objective The first problem described above, that is, the incorrect 

appearance of a virtual object has been one of the main problems, probably the most important 

problem, in SAR. Thus, many methods for view-dependent projection to solve the problem have 
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been proposed. On the other hand, as far as we know, there is no existing method to treat the second 

problem caused by the empty areas. In this paper, we propose a method to eliminate undesired 

empty areas by projecting the real background behind the real object in a view-dependent way. To 

treat a far background in a large space, even outdoors, the real background shape is not measured 

by an RGB-D camera with a depth range limit but approximated by a plane based on homography 

appropriately and given colours captured by a standard RGB camera. Although the plane is 

determined manually, a practical way is proposed to easily adjust the plane, intuitively, and 

efficiently by devising effective background parameters. A simple grid-based interpolation 

mechanism for the parameters provides an appropriate plane to an arbitrary viewer's position. 

Consequently, the projected real background shows its appearance as correctly as possible to match 

the real background directly seen by the viewer seamles~ly along the real object's contour 

according to the viewer's position. Our method makes the viewer not feel the real object's presence 

but feel the virtual object merging into the real world. In Figure 1, ideal views seen by the viewer 

are shown in (hl), (h2), and (h3). This study aims to study and clarify how deeply the merging 

effect affects the viewer's feeling by our method using the simple background approximation and 

interpolation mechanism. In general, to realize view-dependent projection, an existing method 

using a single/multiple off-the-shelf projector/projectors and an ordinary real object with no 

specialized material sacrifices significant merit of SAR; only a single viewer is allowed to see a 

virtual object's correct appearance. The same applies to our method. However, our method's 

simplicity enables the expansion to the view-dependent projection for multiple viewers 

simultaneously by utilizing a special device and a real object with specialized material used in an 

existing method developed for multiple viewers. 

1.2 Objective 

The first problem described above, that is, the incorrect appearance of a virtual object has 

been one of the main problems, probably the most important problem, in SAR. Thus, many 

methods for view-dependent projection to solve the problem have been proposed. On the other 

hand, as far as we know, there is no existing method to treat the second problem caused by the 
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empty areas. In this paper, we propose a method to eliminate undesired empty areas by projecting 

the real background behind the real object in a view-dependent way. To treat a far background in 

a large space, even outdoors, the real background shape is not measured by an RGB-D camera with 

a depth range limit but approximated by a plane based on homography appropriately and given 

colours captured by a usual RGB camera. Although the plane is determined manually, a practical 

way is proposed to adjust the plane easily, intuitively, and efficiently by devising effective 

background parameters. A simple grid-based interpolation mechanism for the parameters provides 

an appropriate plane to an arbitrary viewer's position. Consequently, the projected real background 

shows its appearance as correctly as· possible to match the real background directly seen by the 

viewer seamlessly along the real object's contour according to the viewer's position. Our method 

makes the viewer not feel the presence of the real object but feel the virtual object merging into 

the real world. In Figure 1, ideal views seen by the viewer are shown in (hl), (h2), and (h3). This 

study aims to study and clarify how deeply the merging effect affects the viewer's feeling by our 

method using the simple background approximation and interpolation mechanism. In general, in 

order to realize view-dependent projection, an existing method using a single/multiple off-the-shelf 

projector/projectors and an ordinary real object with no specialized material sacrifices significant 

merit of SAR; only a single viewer is allowed to see a virtual object's correct appearance, and 

multiple viewers are not allowed to see it simultaneously. The same applies to our method. 

However, the simplicity of our method enables the expansion to the view-dependent projection for 

multiple viewers simultaneously by utilizing a special device and a real object with specialized 

material used in an existing method developed for multiple viewers. 

The first problem described above, that is, the geometrically incorrect appearance of a 

virtual object has been one of the main problems, probably the most important problem, in SAR. 

Consequently, many methods for view-dependent projection have been proposed to solve the 

problem have been mentioned. There are a lot of methods and solutions to achieve a precise 

application of image-based modelling and rendering techniques. Acquiring geometric models of 

environments has been the subject of research in interactive image-based modelling techniques. 

To address problems, it is essential to make judicious use of all the available views, especially 
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when a particular surface is seen from different directions in multiple images. In our case, it would 

be not so much of a problem because we created a 3D Model of our desired projection object from 

the physical world. 

On the other hand, there is no existing method to treat the second problem caused by the 

empty areas. In this study, we propose a method to eliminate undesired empty areas by projecting 

the real object's real background in a view-dependent way. To treat a far background in a large 

space, even outdoors, the real-background shape is not measured by an RGB-D camera with a 

depth range limit but approximated by a plane based on homography appropriately and given 

colours captured by a standard RGB camera. Although the plane is determined manually, a 

practical way is proposed to easily adjust the plane, intuitively, and efficiently by devising effective 

background parameters. A simple grid-based interpolation mechanism for the parameters provides 

an appropriate plane to an arbitrary viewer's position. 

Consequently, the projected real background shows its appearance as correctly as possible 

to match the real background directly seen by the viewer seamlessly along the real object's contour · 

according to the viewer's position. Our method makes the viewer not feel the real object's presence 

but feel the virtual object merging into the real world. In Figure 1, ideal views seen by the viewer 

are shown in (hl), (h2), and (h3). This study aims to study and clarify how deeply the merging 

effect affects the viewer's feeling by our method using the simple background approximation and 

interpolation mechanism. 

An existing method using a single/multiple off-the-shelf projector and an ordinary real object with 

no specialized material sacrifices significant merit of SAR to realize view-dependent projection. 

Only a single viewer can see a virtual object's con-ect appearance, and multiple viewers are not 

allowed to see it simultaneously. The same applies to our method. However, our method's 

simplicity enables the expansion to the view-dependent projection for multiple viewers 

simultaneously by utilizing a special-device and a real object with specialized material used in an 

existing method developed for multiple viewers. 
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CHAPTER2 

RELATED WORK AND ARGUMENT 

2.1 Related Work 

One of the pioneering technologies concerning SAR is "the office of the future" [5] 

proposed in 1998. The representative works proposed in recent 20 years are surveyed and 

categorized intelligibly in [6][7]. As described in Section I, the most critical problem in SAR is 

the view-dependent projection to show a virtual object's correct appearance, which is often 

called perspectively-correct appearance, according to a viewer's position. To achieve complete 

perspectively-correct appearance, an appropriate projection image that a projector projects on a 

real object surface need to be obtained. Such a projection image depends on a projector's position, 

pose, optical properties, and a real object surface's geometry and material properties such as texture 

and reflectance. Thus, first, the projector and the real object surface need to be calibrated. The 

calibration in SAR consists of geometric calibration and photometric calibration [6][7]. The 

purpose of geometric calibration is to make a projected image on a real object surface 

geometrically correct without distortion. When multiple projectors are used, projected images by 

the respective projectors are partially overlapped on a real object surface to reconstruct a virtual 

object by their correct arrangement. The purpose of photometric calibration is to make a projected 

image photometrically correct such that the projected image's colours become as similar as 

possible to its original image's colours according to a real object surface's material property. When 
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multiple projectors are used, the respective projected images' colour intensities are adjusted on the 

overlap areas. A typical calibration method uses a camera to capture a projected image for 

automatic geometric and photometric calibration. Such calibration is usually called projector

camera calibration [6][7]. 

Our method involves geometric calibration and does not treat photometric calibration. Therefore, 

we mention geometric calibration in the following. In geometric calibration, the geometry of a real 

object surface and the projector's intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are estimated. In projector

camera calibration, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a camera are also estimated. Typically, 

the correspondence between projector pixels and camera pixels, which is often called geometric 

registration, is estimated, and used. Some methods estimate unknown parameters of a projector by 

using known parameters of a camera while others estimate all unknown parameters of a projector 

and a camera. Besides, a real object surface's geometry is unknown and estimated in some methods 

while the geometry is known and used to estimate unknown parameters of a projector and a camera 

in others. "Shader Lamps" [8] is an early well-known SAR work. In this work, the 3D shape of a 

real object is measured by a 3D touch probe scanner to obtain a 3D model with the same shape as 

a virtual object. Multiple projectors are then calibrated by projecting markers from each projector 

onto the real object's surface and matching the projector's marker pixels with 3D points on the 

surface. In general, geometric projector-camera calibration is categorized into semi-automatic 

calibration and self-calibration [7]. A semi-automatic calibration method uses a specialized 

apparatus for calibration [9][10][11][12][13]. Typically, the projector-camera pixel 

correspondence is estimated by projecting structured light patterns, such as a chessboard pattern, 

onto a planar surface, such as a board or a screen, by a projector and capturing it by a camera. A 

homography matrix to relate the planar surface with the projector's image planes and the camera 

is often used. On the other hand, a self-calibration method does not use a specialized apparatus for 

calibration [14][15][16][17][18]. Typically, structured light patterns are projected onto a non

planar surface whose geometry is unknown. In addition, recently, various dynamic projection 

mapping methods have been proposed to calibrate a real object's movement, such as human face 
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and clothes, and give an appropriate projection in real-time. For example, an object silhouette [19], 

a rigid surface [20], and a non-rigid surface [21][22][23] are treated. 

As described in Section 1, an existing SAR method using an ordinary configuration basically 

enables view-dependent projection for only a single viewer. For example, in "HeatSpace" [24] and 

"OptiSpace" [25] systems, an image of a virtual object is projected so as to show its correct 

appearance on the environment in a room. These systems use projectors and Kinect sensors. Each 

system measures not only the room environment but also the movement and viewing behaviour of 

a single viewer during a certain time, analyzes the measured data, and automatically determines 

the optimal surface, such as a wall and a desk, on which the virtual object image should be 

projected in the environment. The movement of the viewer is restricted within an analyzed small 

area, such as sitting in a chair, and the virtual object is given its correct appearance according to 

the small area and the optimal surface's geometry. In the "dyadic SAR system" of [26], two 

viewers stand face-to-face with each other near the opposite walls in a room and collaborate by 

interacting with a common virtual object. This system uses three projector-camera pairs mounted 

on the ceiling; each camera is a Kinect sensor. The two pairs face the two viewers, respectively. 

Each pair measures the surfaces of one viewer and the back environment behind him/her by the 

Kinect sensor and projects a virtual object image on the surfaces by the projector. Another viewer 

sees the projected image. The virtual object is displayed in the respective projected images such 

that the two viewers perceive existing in the same 3D position. The remaining pair measures and 

projects the projection image according to the environment between the physical above two pairs' 

environments. Even in this system, each projected image is given the virtual object's correct 

appearance for only a single viewer. The above systems can work in only a non-large room-scale 

environment because the real-time capturing of the viewer and the environment by a Kinect sensor, 

generally an RGB-D camera with a depth range limit, is necessary. 

On the other hand, many SAR systems to allow multiple viewers to see the correct appearance of 

a typical virtual object simultaneously have been proposed [27][28][29][30][31][32][33]. Such 

SAR is often called light field projection. These systems use specialized configurations consisting 

of special devices and real object surfaces; typically, multiple projectors and an anisotropic or 
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lenticular surface made from special material to reflect different images to different directions are 

used. In general, the development of view-dependent projection technologies for multiple viewers 

using ordinary configurations is an important future work in SAR. 

2.2 Argument 

In general, AR's main purpose is to add a virtual object in the real world to augment the 

real environment by making a viewer feel the virtual object merging into the real world; multiple 

viewers can experience the augmentation simultaneously and each viewer usually uses his/her 

display device. On the other hand, one purpose of SAR is to decorate the surface of a real object 

with various images by projecting them; this is also enjoyed by multiple viewers simultaneously 

and each viewer sees the decoration by the naked eyes without a display device. This purpose has 

been achieved for not only non-dynamic objects [8][34] but also dynamic objects [19][20][21][22] 

Error! Reference source not found. In this case, a 3D model with the real object's shape needs to 

be obtained as a virtual object by measuring or estimating the shape. Meanwhile, many SAR 

methods have been proposed to achieve another purpose, that is, to project an image of a virtual 

object on the surface of a real object, such as a screen and a wall, from which the virtual object 

does not originate. This means that the shape of the real object has no relation with that of the 

virtual object. A typical method with this purpose aims to provide the view-dependent projection 

of the virtual object with its correct appearance to only a single viewer or multiple viewers 

simultaneously, without any consideration for the relation between the shapes. From the viewpoint 

of merging the virtual object into the real world, there is no problem if the real object should be 

shown as an element in the real world [26]. On the other hand, there are practically many cases in 

which the real object is used only for the projection and its presence should not be shown. Although 

one solution is to prepare a real object whose shape is the same as that of the virtual object, it is 

difficult in general. Consequently, as described in Section 1, the problem of empty areas that have 

no virtual object's projection on the real object's surface happens. In view-dependent projection 

to provide a virtual object's correct appearance to a viewer, or to multiple viewers, moving freely 
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within a wide range around a real object, the empty area problem becomes more serious. This 

results in degrading the merging effect of the virtual object into the real world. 

As far as we know, there is no method to solve the empty area problem. The system of [29] uses a 

specialized mirror rotating at high speed to reflect a virtual object image to a viewer. The real 

background behind the rotating mirror is seen through it intermittently, which results in giving the 

viewer a visual effect by which the virtual object is floating in front of the real background without 

feeling empty areas. However, the viewer unavoidably perceives the presence of the mirror. Our 

method solves the empty area problem by projecting a real background as well as a virtual object 

in a view-dependent way. This results in achieving AR's main purpose by making a viewer feel 

the virtual object merging into the real world by the naked eyes. 

Our method uses a projector and a camera, which is used not for calibration but for capturing a 

real background. We assume that the projector's intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and the camera 

and the geometry of a real object are already known by geometric calibration. An arbitrary 

photometric calibration method can be used for our method. However, in this paper's experiments, 

photometric calibration was not applied and a white object with a diffuse reflection surface was 

used as a real object. Besides, our method uses a tracking sensor to track a moving viewer in real 

time. The real background shape is appropriately approximated by a plane based on homography 

and given colors captured by the camera. This enables our method to treat a far background in a 

large space, even outdoors. As described in Section 2.1, homography is often used to estimate a 

projector-camera pixel correspondence in a geometric calibration method using a planar surface. 

In this case, a camera is used as a viewer's eye; in this sense, we can also call it projector-viewer 

pixel correspondence. This is used to obtain a projection image to project by a projector from a 

given image that the viewer wants to see; the projection image is "appropriately distorted" to show 

its correct appearance without distmiion to the viewer. On the other hand, our method uses 

homography for a different purpose. Homography is used to estimate a viewer-camera pixel 

correspondence. This is used to obtain an approximated image that a viewer should see from a true 

image captured by a camera. The plane to approximate the real background shape is adjusted by 

effective background parameters, which are interpolated on a 3D grid space to provide an 
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appropriate plane to an arbitrary viewer's position. Our method uses the "two-pass algorithm" 

[5][35][36] to obtain a projection image containing a virtual object and a real background for view

dependent projection. This image's projection results in displaying the virtual object's correct 

appearance on a real object's surface and its empty area, we projected real background 

appropriately eliminates areas according to a viewer's position. Our method uses an ordinary 

configuration consisting of a projector, a camera, and an arbitrary real object, all of which are not 

specialized. Thus, in the same way as an existing method using such an ordinary configuration, 

only a single viewer can see the virtual object's correct appearance. However, our method can be 

expanded to view-dependent projection for multiple viewers by utilizing a specialized 

configuration used in an existing method developed for multiple viewers. 
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CHAPTER3 

VIEW-DEPENDENT PROJECTION MAPPING ENHANCED BY 

REAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 Outline 

If a real object's surface is given the projection of a virtual object and their shapes are 

different from each other, the virtual object's correct appearance cannot be seen from an arbitrary 

viewer's position. This is explained in Figure 1, in which projection mapping is simulated virtually 

by a graphic libraryOpenGL. In the following, the notation "(al,2)" means "(al) and (a2)", and 

"(a,bl)" means "(al) and (bl)". In this simulation, a virtual object is a teapot shown in (bl,2,3), 

and a real object is a cube shown in (cl,2,3). The images (al,2) are top views to show the positions 

of the teapot, the cube, a projector, and a viewer on the horizontal plane. The images (b,c2) are 

seen from the projector's position while the images (b,cl) and (b,c3) are seen from the left and 

right viewer's positions. The images (bl,2,3) are obtained by rendering the teapot from the 

respective positions; they have the teapot's correct appearances. The grey colours in (cl,2,3) mean 

depth values from the respective positions. If the image (b2) is used as a projection image and 

projected onto the cube's surface by the projector, the surface is seen from the respective positions 

as shown in (dl,2,3); the red part on the cube's surface in (a2) is given the projection of the teapot. 

The teapot's appearance is correct in (d2), while it is incorrect in (dl,3). The images (el,2,3) are 

obtained by using a sphere instead of the cube. The comparison between (dl,3) and (el,3) shows 
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that the incorrect appearance depends on the real qbject's shape as well as the virtual object's shape. 

Our method solves the "incorrect appearance" problem by the "two-pass algorithm" [5][35][36], 

which "correctly distorts" an image with correct appearance to obtain an appropriate projection 

image to project by a projector according to the positional relation between the projector and a 

viewer. In the images ( dl ,2,3) and ( e 1,2,3), the grey-coloured empty areas on the surface of the 

cube/sphere are not given the projection of the teapot. The coloured boxes in (fl,2,3) simulate the 

real background behind the cube/sphere seen from the respective positions in the real world. Then, 

for the cube, the actual views seen from the positions become (gl,2,3). In addition to the incorrect 

appearance, the empty areas greatly degrade the viewer's feeling that the teapot merges into the 

real world. To avoid this problem, our method captures an image of the real background behind a 

real object by a camera and projects the image onto such empty areas. This results in making a 

viewer not feel the presence of the real object. The capture and projection of the real background 

are made in real-time. Thus, especially, objects moving in real-time, such as humans, in the real 

background enhance the merging effect of a virtual object into the real world. The view-dependent 

projection of the teapot with its correct appearance and the real background behind it provides the 

ideal views in (hl,2,3), in which the teapot looks as ifit were floating in the air in front of the real 

background. In order to avoid a viewer's strange feeling, the real background projected on a real 

object's surface should match the real background directly seen by the viewer seamlessly along the 

real object's contour. One solution is that the viewer carries a camera at the eye position to use a 

captured background image to project directly. However, this imposes a burden on the viewer. 

From a practical viewpoint, the camera should be fixed at a certain position while the viewer moves 

freely. In this case, a background image captured from the camera's position needs to be converted 

into the image seen from the viewer's position. An easy solution is to use an RGB-D camera to 

obtain not only a colour image but also a depth image of objects existing in the background. The 

depth image is used to obtain the 3D shapes of the background objects, and the 3D shapes are 

rendered from the viewer's position to obtain the objective image. However, practically, the quality 

of such an image obtained by using a reasonable and popular RGB-D camera, such as a Kinect 

sensor, is not so high because of the measurement errors of depth values and the pixel 
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correspondence errors between a colour image and a depth image. Besides, as a crucial problem, 

the depth values that the RGB-D camera can measure is limited to a certain range; for example, 

the practical depth range of a Kinect sensor is limited from 0.5 to 4.0 meters. This means that a 

background far from the camera cannot be measured. A traditional solution in computer vision to 

estimate depth values from colour images captured by multiple RGB cameras can treat a far 

background. However, it is troublesome and difficult to set up and calibrate the cameras accurately. 

Besides, the estimation is not always exact and stable. Therefore, our method uses only a colour 

image captured by a single RGB camera to treat a far background in a large space, even outdoors, 

easily and stably. A background image captured by the camera is converted into the image seen 

from a viewer's position based on homography by using a background plane to approximate the 

3D shape of the background, that is, the 3D shapes of the background objects. The converted 

background image is "correctly distorted" in the same way as the virtual object image to obtain an 

appropriate projection image to the project by the projector. The converted background image by 

the approximation needs to be like the real background directly seen by the viewer as exactly as 

possible. Particularly, to make the viewer not feel the presence of the real object but feel the virtual 

object merging into the real world, it is the most important that the converted background projected 

on the real object's surface _matches the directly seen real background seamlessly along the real 

object's contour according to the viewer's position. The algorithm of our method executes the 

following steps, as shown in Figure 2. Steps 1 and 2 are done in the virtual space of a computer 

while Step 3 is done in the real space; that is, the real world. Step 2 is known as the two-pass 

algorithm [5][35][36]. Step 1: A composite viewer image seen from a viewer's position is generated 

by the next sub-steps, as shown in Figure 2 (al). Step 1-1: A virtual object is rendered from the 

viewer's position to generate a viewer virtual object image (bl). Step 1-2: A background image 

captured by the camera, called camera background image (cl*), is converted into a background 

image seen from the viewer's position, called viewer background image ( c 1 ). Step 1-3: The viewer 

virtual object image (bl) and viewer background image (cl) are combined into a composite viewer 

image (dl). Step 2: The composite viewer image (dl) is used as a texture and projectively-mapped 

on the real object's surface. The textured surface is rendered from the projector's position to 
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generate a projection image ( d2), as shown in (a2). The image ( d2) consists of (b2) and ( c2), which 

are generated from (bl) and (cl), respectively. Step 3: The projection image (d2) is projected on 

the real object's surface, which results in showing the view of the virtual object's correct appearance 

(d3), as shown in (a3) . The view (d3) consists of(b3) and (c3). The view (e3) shows the background 

directly seen by the viewer in the real world. Then, the actual view seen by the viewer is (d3'). The 

view (c3') contains only the background. The details of these steps are explained below. The main 

novelty of our method is in Step 1-2. The viewer background image is generated from the camera 

background image by a background plane defined by appropriate background parameters 

interpolated on a 3D grid space. In the following, we use "background" instead of "real 

background" if it does not mislead a reader. 

background 

teapot 

(bl) 
projector 

(b2) 

al 

see 
or 

render 

(b3) 

background 

(dl) 
projector 

(d2) 
(d3) 

a2 

Figure I. Correct/incorrect appearances of projected images and enhancement by real 

background. 
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Figure 1. Continued. 
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3.2 Practice environment 

We need to prepare the same practice environment in both real space and virtual space. In 

real space, a real object, a projector, and a camera are prepared. In the virtual space, an accurate 

3D geometric model of the real object is made. Then, the registration between the spaces is done 

by placing the real object, the projector, and the camera in the same positions and orientations in 

both spaces. Their positions and orientations are fixed during the viewing practice of a viewer. 

The world coordinate system [x, y, z] by the rectangular coordinate system is given in the 

practice environment. The coordinates x and y define the horizontal plane, and the coordinate z 

defines the vertical direction. A viewer usually moves around the real object. Therefore, the real 

object is put on the origin O of the world coordinate system, and the polar coordinate system 

[r, 0, <p ], which is defined by 

x = r cos 0 sin <p, 

y = r sin 0 sin <p, 

z = rcos<p, 

is used for the viewer's position. 

3.3 Generation of viewer composite image 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Using the above environment, a viewer composite image is generated for an arbitrary 

viewer's position by Step 1 of our algorithm. This step consists of the three sub-steps described 

below. 

3.3.1 Viewer virtual object image 

A viewer virtual object image is generated in Step 1-1. In the virtual space, a 3D geometric 

model of a virtual object is made. It is scaled and positioned to fit inside the real object. Then, it is 

rendered from the viewer's position to generate a viewer virtual object image. 
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Figure 2. Our algorithm. Continued. 
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3.3.2 Viewer background image 

A viewer background image is generated in Step 1-2. It is obtained from a camera background 

image by using a background plane to approximate the actual shape of a background. In the following, 

first, we present a method using a homography matrix. Then, we mention another method using 

projective texture mapping. 

(1) Homography-based method 

(1-1) Explanation ofhomography-based method 

A homography is a projection from a plane to another plane by a projective transformation in 

the 3D space. When an image on a plane P is seen from two cameras, the images of these cameras are 

directly-related to each other by a 3 X 3 homography matrix. The 2D pixel coordinates U1 = [ui, v1]T 

of a camera C1 and U2 = [u2, v2]T of a camera C2 have the relationship 

(4) 

by a homography matrix 

(5) 

where A * 0 is a constant. The symbol T means a transposed matrix. 

With respect to the camera Cm, m = 1, 2, the intrinsic parameter matrix Am and the extrinsic 

parameter matrix [Rm tm] defined by the rotation matrix Rm and the translation vector tm are given 

by 

rm Sm 
Cxml 

Am= ~ [ym C;m, 
0 

(6) 

[rn rfl rm] 
Rm= r~ r~ r~, 

r31 r:N r33 
(7) 
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(8) 

In the matrix Am, the parameters fxm and /ym are the focal lengths in terms of pixels, Cxm and Cym 

are the coordinates of the principal point, and Sm is the skew coefficient. The 2D pixel coordinates Um 

and the 3D world coordinates X = [x, y, zF have the relationship 

where Am * 0 is a constant. Besides, the plane P is defined by 

(10) 

where N = [nx, ny, nzf, INI = 1, is a unit normal vector, and dis a constant. Then, the homography 

matrix H is represented by 

The derivation of Equation (11) is described in Section 3.3.2 (1) (1-2). 

If the angles of view axm and aym, and the numbers of pixels Mxm and Mym of the camera Cm are 

known, then the parameters fxm, /ym, Cxm, and Cym are obtained by 

fxm = Mxm/{2 tan(axm/2)}, 

/ym = Mym/{2 tan(aym/2)}, 

Cym = Mym/2. 

Besides, it is often assumed that 

Sm= 0. 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

We consider the camera C1 as a camera to capture a background, the camera C2 as a viewer, 

and the plane P as a background plane to approximate the shape of the background. Then, a viewer 

background image is obtained from a camera background image by determining the homography 

matrix H in Equation ( 11) and using the correspondence between the 2D pixel coordinates U 1 and U 2 
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in Equation (4). This 2D computation using the 3 x 3 matrix His so efficient compared to the usual 

3D computation using a 4 x 4 matrix to convert an image by using the relation among the image planes 

of the two cameras and the plane Pin the 3D space. 

The homography matrix Hin Equation (11) consists of the intrinsic and extrinsic matrices of 

the cameras Cm, m = 1, 2, and the parameters of the plane P. These are obtained as follows. The 

camera C1 is considered as a camera to capture a background. The intrinsic parameter matrix A1 can 

be obtained by camera calibration. Instead, it can be also obtained by Equations from (12) to (16) 

although it is in some level influenced by the errors of the angles axm and aym given in the 

specification and the assumption for the coefficient Sm by Equation (16). The rotation matrix R1 and 

the translation vector t1 are obtained from its position and viewing direction fixed in the practice 

environment. 

The camera C2 is considered as a viewer. The matrix A2 can be given arbitrarily because a 

consistent result can be obtained in Step2 by using the same matrix in the texture mapping and 

rendering process. The matrix R2 and the vector t2 . are obtained from the viewer's position and 

viewing direction, which are obtained by tracking the viewer in real time as described in Section 3. 7 .1. 

Finally, with respect to the plane P, the constant d is obtained from the vector N, the world coordinates 

X O of an arbitrary reference point Q0 , and the distance Dp from the point Q0 to the plane P as follows: 

d = -NTX0 - Dp, (17) 

where the vector N has the same direction as the direction from the point Q0 to the plane P. We 

simply use the origin O of the world coordinate system as the point Q0 ; its coordinates are O = 

[O, 0, OF. Then, we obtain 

d = -Dp. (18) 

The world coordinates of the vector N can be defined by using two coordinates 0 p and <p p and setting 

r = INI = 1 in Equations (1), (2), and (3) as follows: 

nx = cos 0p sin <pp, (19) 
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ny = sin 0p sin <pp, 

nz = cos <pp. 

(20) 

(21) 

Among the above-described elements to define the homography matrix, only the three 

parameters, and to define the plane cannot be determined automatically when there is no information 

about the shape of a background. Thus, we call them background parameters and determine them 

manually. We adjust the parameters to make the plane approximate the background's shape optimally 

such that a resulting viewer background image becomes as similar as possible to the actual background 

view seen from the viewer's position. However, it is not practically easy to obtain the optimal plane by 

using the above three parameters. We improve them into other parameters in Section 3.6.1. 

(1-2) Derivation ofhomography matrix. 

The homography matrix Hof Equation (11) is obtained as follows. 

The homography matrix H of Equation (11) is obtained as follows. In the following, for 

convenience, some equations used in Section 3.3.2 (1-1) are written again. 

Each of two cameras Cm, m = 1, 2, has an intrinsic parameter matrix Am and an extrinsic 

parameter matrix Mm = [Rm tm] defined by a rotation matrix Rm and a translation vector tm as 

follows: 

[f= Sm Cxml 
Am= ~ [ym C;m, 

0 

(a.I) 

[rfl rfl rnl Rm= rE r~ r~, 
r31 r~ r33 

(a.2) 

['=] tm = tym. 
tzm 

(a.3) 

For a point Qin the 3D space, its 2D pixel coordinates Um= [um, vmF and 3D camera coordinates 

Xm = [xm,Ym,zmF of the camera Cm and its 3D world coordinates X = [x,y,z]T have the 

relationships 
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(a.4) 

(a.5) 

where ilm * 0 is a constant. The symbol T means a transposed matrix. These are unified as follows: 

(a.6) 

Equations (a.4), (a.5) and (a.6) are given other representations using 4 x 4 matrices Mm and Am as 

follows: 

X _ [Xm]- [ Rm 
m- 1 - 000 

tm] [X] _ [ Mm ] [X] _ ~ ~ 
1 1 - 0 0 0 1 1 - MmX, 

(a.7) 

(a.8) 

(a.9) 

The following is obtained from Equations (a.7) and (a.8): 

~i [ Rm tm] = [AmRm 
0 000 1 000 
1 

(a.10) 

The next equations are obtained from Equation (a.7): 

(a.I I) 

, R -1 t m = - m tm. (a.12) 

The next equation is obtained from Equation (a.8): 
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The next equation is obtained from Equation (a.9): 

The following is obtained from Equations (a.11) and (a.13): 

~ -1 - -1 [R -1 
Mm Am = m 

000 

Equation (a.9) gives the camera C1 

Equation (a.14) gives the camera C2 

~ ~ -1 - -1~ 
X = M2 A2 U2. 

Then, the next equation is obtained from Equations (a.16) and (a.17): 

The following is obtained from Equations (a.IO) and (a.15): 

Then, the following is obtained from Equations (a.12), (a.18), and (a.19): 

(a.14) 

(a.15) 

(a.16) 

(a.17) 

(a.18) 

(a.19) 

(a.20) 

The world coordinates X of a point Q on a plane P seen from the camera Cm satisfy 

(a.21) 
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where N = [nx, ny, n2 f, INI = 1, is a unit normal vector and dis a constant. From Equation (a.11), 

the world coordinates X and the camera coordinates Xm of the point Q have the relationship 

(a.22) 

Then, from Equation (a.21), the camera coordinates Xm satisfy 

(a.23) 

From Equation (a.12), Equation (a.23) is arranged into 

(a.24) 

Then, the following is obtained from Equations (a.5) and (a.24): 

(a.25) 

From Equation (a.22), the origin Om of the camera coordinates Xm has world coordinates 

0 -R - 1 [000JT+t' -t' m - m m- m· (a.26) 

Then, from Equations (a.22) and (a.26), the viewing direction vector Vm from the origin Om to the 

point Q has world coordinates 

(a.27) 

If Nrv m = NT Rm -l Xm = 0, the vector Vm is parallel to the plane P. In this case, the plane P cannot 

be seen from the camera Cm, Therefore, it is assumed that 

(a.28) 

Thus, the following is obtained from Equations (a.24) and (a.28): 

(a.29) 

Then, the following is obtained from Equation (a.25): 

(a.30) 

Equation (a.30) is given m = 2 and substituted in Equation (a.20) to obtain 
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Equation (a.31) is arranged as follows: 

(a.32) 

Then, the following is obtained from Equation (a.32): 

(a.33) 

where 

(a.34) 

is a new constant. Equation (a.33) is arranged as follows: 

(a.35) 

(a.36) 

Equations (a.35) and (a.36) are the same as Equations (4) and (11). 

(2) Texture mapping-based method 

If a graphic library or tool to projectively map a texture on a plane from one viewpoint and 

render the textured plane from another viewpoint is available, a viewer background image can be 

obtained easily by using the two-pass algorithm [5][35][36], which is used in Step 2, instead of using 

the homography matrix. For example, OpenGL is a typical library to have a function of projective 

texture mapping, which works by giving axm, aym, Mxm, and Mym, and assuming Sm= 0. By 

determining a background plane P in the same way as the above-described way, this texture mapping

based method executes the next two steps: 1) A camera background image is used as a texture and 

projectively mapped on the plane P from the camera's position, 2) The textured plane Pis rendered 

from a viewer's position to generate a viewer background image. The resulting viewer background 

image is theoretically the same as the image generated by the homography-based method. 
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The texture mapping-based method can use not only a plane but also any other shapes, which 

are available in the graphic library, to approximate the shape of a background. Even in such a situation, 

the shape used for the approximation needs to be easy to adjust for various background shapes. 

Therefore, we tested a sphere, a cylinder, and a cube as well as a plane in a preliminary experiment by 

using OpenGL. As a result, we found that a plane was the most useful to approximate various types of 

background shapes flexibly by adjusting only three parameters intuitively. The texture mapping-based 

method can be influenced by some restrictions of the graphic library. For example, in OpenGL, the 

depth ranges from the camera, or the viewer, to the plane P needs to be given as near and far z values 

to the system in advance. Besides, each of the projective texture mapping and the rendering needs the 

3D computation using a 4 x 4 matrix. Consequently, we use the homography-based method using a 

background plane, which has no restriction and enables the efficient 2D computation using the 3 X 3 

matrix H. 

3.3.3 Viewer composite image 

In Step 1-3, a viewer composite image is obtained by overlaying the viewer virtual object 

image on the viewer background image. The virtual object can be made semitransparent by alpha 

blending so that the background can be seen through the virtual object. 

3.4 Generation of the projection image 

In Step 2, a projection image has been generated from the viewer composite image by using 

the two-pass algorithm [5][35][36]. A composite is an image made from the combination of a variety 

of pictures (two or more). After the perspective rendering of the desired 3D model, using layers, 

combined images of the 3D models that are being called projection images are now complete. In the 

same way as the texture mapping-based method, first, the viewer composite image is used as a texture 

and projectively mapped on the surface of the geometric model of the real object from the viewer's 
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position. Then, the textured surface is rendered again from the projector's position to generate a view

dependent projection image. The resulting projection image is "correctly distorted" so that the virtual 

object and the background in the original viewer composite image can be seen with their "correct 

appearances" by the viewer in Step3. 

3D Model-Front View Textured Front-Plane 
Geometrically 

Correct Viewin An le 

Textured Front-Plane (45°) 
Geometrically 

Incorrect Viewin An le 

Figure 3. 3D Model versus Projection Image. 
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3D Model (45°) 

3D Model (90°) 

Figure 3. Continued. 
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3.5 Projection of projection image 

The projection of the projection image in Step3 is made in the real space while the generation 

of the viewer composite image and the projection image in Steps 1 and 2 is done in the virtual space. 

In Step 3, the projection image obtained in Step 2 is projected on the surface of the real object by the 

projector. The viewer sees the virtual object and the background correctly. 

3.6 Adjustment of background parameters 

The background parameters to define a background plane need to be adjusted as easily as 

possible to approximate a real background's shape optimally. We present a practical adjustment method 

as follows. 

3.6.1 Practical background parameters 

The three background parameters Dp, 0p, and <pp to define a background plane P to 

approximate a background's shape are presented in Section 3.3.2 (1). The parameter Dp is the distance 

from the origin Oto the plane P. The parameters 0p and <pp define the unit normal vector N of the 

plane P. The real object is put on the origin O, and a viewer sees it. In a practical use, the plane P 

needs to be adjusted to obtain an optimal viewer background image by changing the parameters and 

observing the projected image on the real object's surface. This adjustment is not done efficiently if 

the parameters Dp, 0p, and <pp are used directly. In the following, the "viewer" means a person to 

prepare a projection mapping event and adjust the plane Pin advance. In Figure 4 (a), the viewer 

adjusts the plane P by seeing the real object and the real background toward the origin O from the 

viewer's eye position Qv; the viewer's viewing direction is represented by the long red arrow. In the 

following, we mean "viewer's eye position" by "viewer's position". The plane P1 and P2 have the unit 

normal vectors N1 and N 2 defined by the parameter sets [0pi, <pp1] and [0p2, <pp2 ]. The two planes 

have the same distance Dp from the origin O in the directions of their normal vectors. However, the 
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distances D1 and D2 in the viewer's viewing direction are different. That is, when the viewer changes 

0p and (f)p to adjust the normal vector, the distance in the viewing direction also changes against the 

viewer 's intention. This causes a serious difficulty for the viewer to obtain an optimal plane P. 

y 
real background 

' 

X 

y 
real background , 

Qv:Rv = [rv,0v,(f)vY 

Figure 4. Background parameters 

Therefore, we present another way that depends on the viewer 's position for practical 

usefulness, as shown in Figure 4 (b). First, the base normal vector N O = [nxo, nyo, n 20f , IN O I = 1, is 

defined to have the same direction as the viewer's viewing direction. If the viewer's position Qv has 

polar coordinates Rv = [rv, 0v, (f)vf, the vector NO is determined as follows : 

0po = 0v + 180°, (22) 

(()po= 18O0 - cpv , (23) 

nxo = COS 0 PO sin (f) PO , (24) 

nyo = sin 0p0 sin (()po , (25) 

n20 = cos (()po - (26) 

Next, the base plane P0 is defined by giving a distance Lp such that it has the normal vector 

NO and the distance Lp from the origin O. An arbitrary unit normal vector N defined by parameters 0p , 

cp p, and Equations ( 19), (20), and (21) is obtained based on the vector N O using difference parameters 
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/10p and l1<pp by 

0p = 0p0 + !10p = 0v + 180° + !10p, 

<pp = <pp0 + 11<pp = 180° - <pv + A<pp. 

(27) 

(28) 

Then, the viewer can obtain an objective plane P based on the plane P0 by changing the three 

parameters Lp, 110p, and A<pp, as shown in Figure 4 (b ). The base point Qp is defined as the 

intersection of the plane P0 and the viewing direction and has the world coordinates Xp = LpN0 . The 

point Qp is positioned on an arbitrary plane P defined by Lp, /10p, and 11<pp. This means that the 

coordinates Xp satisfy Equation (10), which gives 

d = -NTXP = -LpNTN0 . (29) 

Equations (18) and (29) give the relation between Dp and Lp below: 

Dp = LpNTN0 . (30) 

The two parameter sets [Dp, 0p, <pp] and [Lp, !10p, l1<pp] are related by Equations (27), (28), 

and (30). The set [Lp, 110p, l1<pp] enables the viewer to adjust the plane P more easily than [Dp, 0p, <pp]. 

Therefore, we use the parameters Lp, 110p, and A<pp as background parameters practically. The 

parameters Lp, !10p, and A<pp determine an arbitrary plane P for a viewer's position Qv with 

coordinates 0v and <pv. The unit normal vector N is determined by Equations (19), (20), (21), (27), and 

(28). The constant d is determined by Equation (29), in which the vector NO is determined by 

Equations (22), (23), (24), (25), and (26). The plane P always has the base point Qp, which is seen by 

the viewer at the center of his/her visual field. The point Qp is away from the viewer by the distance 

Lp + rv. For fixed values of 110p and !1<pp, the change of the distance Lp moves the plane P forward 

and backward in the viewing direction with the normal vector N unchanged. For a fixed value of Lp, 

the change of the angles 110p and !1<pp causes the 3D rotation of the plane P around the point Qp, 

which is fixed as a rotational center, by moving the normal vector N apart from the base normal vector 

NO• The above way enables the viewer to obtain an optimal plane P easily, intuitively, and efficiently. 
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3.6.2 Interpolation of background parameters 

An optimal background view projected on the real object's surface by using a background 

plane P should be as similar as possible to the actual background view seen by a viewer. The optimal 

plane P for such a projected background view depends on the viewer's position. Our method provides 

optimal background parameters Lp, !:,.0p, and !:,.<pp according to the viewer's position. They are 

separated as follows: 

Lp =Li+ Lt, (31) 

(32) 

(33) 

The global parameters Li, t,,0fi, and !:,.<pi are common for every viewer's position to adjust the plane 

P roughly. The local parameters Lt, t,,0fa, and !:,.<pfa change according to the viewer's position to adjust 

the plane P in detail to optimize the projected background view. For an arbitrary viewer's position 

with coordinates Rv = [rv, 0v, <f)vf, the local parameters are given by functions of Rv as follows: 

To define the functions, for coordinates Rv in the ranges 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Tmin ::; Tv ::; Tmax, (37) 

0min ::; 0v < 0max, 0min = 0, 0max = 360, (38) 

Nr X Ne x N<p grid points G[i,j,k], 0 ::; i < Nr, 0 ::; j < Ne, 0 ::; k < N<p, are given. They are 

positioned at h, 0j, <pk] given by 

!:,.r = Tmax-Tmin 
Nr-1 

ej = t,,0 · j, t,,0 = 360/Ne, 
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(Nr = 1), 

( ) (40) Nr;,:: 2 , 

(41) 



'Pk= (

'Pmin ( = 'Pmax) 

'Pmin + l!.<p · k, 

(N"' = 1), 
(N"' ~ 2). (42) 

Each grid point is given local parameters Lt [i,j, k] , !J.0fe[i,j, k] , and !J.<p~ [i,j, k] , which are 

interpolated linearly to define the functions F LL, F aeL, and F ll<pL. From Equations (27), (28), (31 ), (32), 
p p p . 

(33), (34), (35), and (36), the original parameters Lp, 0p, and <pp to define a plane Pare obtained by 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

In order to obtain these parameters for an arbitrary viewer's position, optimal global and local 

parameters Li, l!.0P, !J.<pi, Lt [i,j, k], !J.0f; [i,j, k], and !J.<p~ [i,j, k] need to be given in advance. 

Our current system provides an interface to give the global and local parameters by trial and 

error manually. In the real space, the interface enables us to stand at a position near each grid point, 

check a background view projected on the real object's surface, and adjust the background plane by 

changing the parameters interactively to obtain an optimal background view in real time. It is an 

important future work to develop an efficient way to determine the optimal parameters automatically 

or semi-automatically. 

3.7 Practice 

The following are necessary for the practice of our method. 

3.7.1 Tracking of viewer 

In real space, the position of a moving viewer needs to be known and tracked in real-time. We 

use a sensor to track the viewer to obtain the exact position to correlate the physical world element and 

the virtual world. The obtained position is being used in Steps 1 and 2 in the virtual space. The tracking 
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sensor is fixed near the real object and directed toward the area in which the viewer can move. 

Consequently, the tracking sensor and the camera has been placed directly near the physical 

object, and they are in a fixed position directed towards the sides opposite to each other. Tracking the 

viewer is the key to achieving geometrically correct looking view-dependent projection mapping. If 

there is an error on the way, the whole projection mapping, including the background view-dependent 

projection, will be disturbed. In particular, there are necessary steps that had to be achieved orderly to 

complete the experience. Detailed examination of the full capability of the sensors that are being used 

in the study the experiment's accuracy was elevated to the point that it almost matched with the real

life background with line by line. 

3.7.2 Generation of viewer virtual object image 

Our system has two options to obtain a viewer virtual object image in Step 1-1. The first option 

renders the 3D geometric model of a virtual object in real-time. This option can generate an image for 

an arbitrary position of a moving viewer with less memory than the second one. Besides, a desired 

rendering and shading algorithm can be used. However, the algorithm needs to be implemented to 

work efficiently in real-time in our system, and the quality of the image is restricted by the real-time 

processing time. The second option renders the model in advance for predetermined discrete viewer's 

positions and saves the rendered images to a storage device such as a hard disk; the discrete positions 

are defined in the range of Equations (37), (38), and (39) in the same way as the grid points. In a 

viewer's experience, all the saved images are stored on a memory, and the image for the discrete 

position nearest to the actual position of a moving viewer is used. To achieve a fast real-time effect on 

the viewers viewing experience by displaying unloading smooth view-dependent projection mapping 

as a result. It was a necessity to pre-render the 3D object for a better viewing experience. 
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Figure 5. 3D Models rendered with various materials 

We used a variety of 3D Models as an object to be displayed, but we settled on the current 3D Model 

of Genghis Khan (Chingis Khaan) of the ruler of Mongol Empire which is a real-life statue located in 

the capital city of Mongolia. This option can use high-quality images generated by time-consuming 

advanced rendering and shading algorithms and graphic tools. Furthermore, the rendering process 

could include not different three-dimensional objects, also different materials, environment, lighting 

etc. If desired, it is possible to render an animated object to be displayed and, in a view-dependent 

manner too. When it comes to the virtual side of the projection mapping, there are no limits that could 

hold back what the presenter wants to present. However, it needs large storage/memory; in particular, 

an amination of a virtual object needs huge storage/memory to treat all frame images for all discrete 

positions. 
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CHAPTER4 

EXPERIMENT 

4.1 Experiment in virtual environment 

We firstly made an experiment in a virtual environment constructed by OpenGL. It is shown 

in Figure 6. The top view (a) shows the horizontal xy plane, and the side view (b) shows the xz plane. 

A cube is a real object, which is fixed at the origin O; it is denoted by the violet square. A viewer sees 

it at a position Qv with coordinates Rv = [rv, 0v, 'PvF. The three small round red dots denote typical 

viewer's positions and the long red arrows denote their viewing directions; in each of (a) and (b ), the 

middle dot denotes the viewer's initial position Qtni with Rtni = [rJni, eini, <ptni(. A projector is 

fixed at a position Qpr with Rpr = [rpr, 0pr, 'Ppr (; it is directed toward the cube. A camera is fixed at 

a position Qc with Re = [re, 0c, 'PcY; it is directed toward the side opposite to the cube. The green and 

blue dots denote the positions Qpr and Qc, and the long green and blue arrows denote their viewing 

directions. The viewer, the projector, and the camera are given the values in Table 1. The height of the 

floor is z = -1.2. In this experiment, the viewer's coordinate 'Pv moves from 80 to 100 degrees; the 

coordinate z relative to the floor's height moves roughly from 1.7 to 0.7 meter for rv = 3.0 meters. 

This range of z simulates the height of an actual viewer's eyes. The size of the cube is 0.43 meters. 

The cube's top and bottom faces are parallel to the floor, while its four vertical edges are put toward 
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±x and ±y directions. The angles of view [ax,ay] and the numbers of pixels [Mx,My] of the 

projector and the camera are the same as those of our actual projector and camera used in the 

experiments in Section 4.2, while those of the viewer were selected to appropriately evaluate the 

performance of our method. 

The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 7. The images are "augmented" views seen 

from twenty-five viewer's positions given by 0v = 160,170,180,190,200 and <fJv = 

80, 85, 90, 95, 100 at a constant distance rv = rJni = 3.0. An orange teapot is a virtual object. The 

colored boxes simulate objects in a real background. The boxes are arranged close to two planes 

vertical to the xy plane; the brown lines in Figure 6 © represent the planes. The two planes intersect 

perpendicularly, and they are 10 meters away from the origin O. The boxes are rotated randomly. Their 

centers are arranged regularly with random displacements within ±10 % of the interval between 

neighboring boxes horizontally and vertically on the planes and within ±0.1 meter perpendicularly to 

the planes. The size of each box is 0.553 meters. We call the planes "box planes". The distribution of 

the boxes close to the two box planes needs to be approximated by a single background plane P. Each 

image in Figure 7 has two areas. The dark central area is the cube's surface onto which the teapot and 

the background are projected by the projector; the cube's top face is bright, and its bottom face is black 

due to the position of the projector. The remaining area is the background directly observed. Our 

method aims to remove the presence of the cube by projecting the background on its surface. Thus, 

the background plane P should be adjusted such that the projected background matches the directly

observed background along the boundary of the cube's contour as seamlessly as possible. The 

background parameter interpolation provides the "boundary match" for an arbitrary viewer's position. 
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Figure 6. Virtual Environment 
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a e a ues or experiments m v1rtua environment. ~ bl I Vi 1 :fi 
Position Position Gaze point Angles of Numbers of 

[r, 0, cp] [x,y,z] [x,y,z] view pixels 
(r: meters) (meters) (meters) [ax,ay] [Mx,My] 
(0, <p: degrees) (degrees) 

Viewer 3.0, 180.0, 90.0 -3.0, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 20.0, 15.0 640,480 
-3.0, 0.0, 1.2 0.0, 0.0, 1.2 

Projector 4.2, 180.0, 74.0 -4.0, 0.0, 1.2 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 38.0, 23.0 640,400 
-4.0, 0.0, 2.4 0.0, 0.0, 1.2 

Camera 0.8, 0.0, 140.0 0.5, 0.0, -0.6 10.0, 0.0, 0.0 57.0,43.0 640,480 
0.5, 0.0, 0.6 10.0, 0.0, 1.2 

4.1.1 View-dependent projection mapping 

The result of the first experiment "Exp. I" is shown in Figure 7. This experiment shows the 

fundamental ability of our view-dependent projection mapping using the two-pass algorithm, that is, 

how the correct appearance of a virtual object is shown to a viewer moving around a real object. In 

this experiment, a teapot colored in orange is used as a virtual object, and a background is not treated. 

The viewer sees the real object, that is, the cube from nine positions given by 0v = 160,180,200 and 

<fJv = 80, 90, 100 at a constant distance of Tv = rJni = 3.0 from the cube. The images in (a) are 

rendered images, that is, correct views seen from the respective positions. The images in (b) and ( c) 

are projection images obtained for the projector's position Qpr by the two-pass algorithm. While the 

images in (b) are obtained by the angles of view of the projector in Table 1, the images in ( c) are 

obtained by halving the angles to magnify the area of the teapot and show the detail of the "correctly 

distorted" projection image. The images in (d) are simulated real views seen from the viewer; the 

images are obtained by simulating the projection of the projection images in (b) onto the cube's surface. 

The comparison between the images in (a) and (d) shows that the correct appearances of the teapot are 

shown according to the viewer's positions. 

4.1.2 Adjustment of projected real background 

The result of the second experiment "Exp.2" is shown in Figure 6. This experiment shows 
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how a viewer background image is adjusted by background parameters Lp, A0p, and A<pp. The colored 

boxes simulate objects in a real background. They are arranged close to the vertical plane which is 

parallel to the yz plane and 10 meters away from the origin O in the x direction; the plane is 

represented by the brown line in Figure 6 (c). The boxes are rotated randomly; their centers are 

arranged regularly with random displacements within ±10 % of the interval between neighboring 

boxes horizontally and vertically on the plane and within ±0.1 meter perpendicularly to the plane. The 

length of one side of each box is 0.55 meter. In Figure 6, the image (a) is a camera background image 

captured from the camera's position Qc, We mean a real view directly seen from a viewer without 

image conversion and projection by "directly-observed" view. The image (b) is a directly-observed 

background view seen from the viewer's initial position Qtni with Rtni = [3.0, 180, 90]. The images 

in (cl), (dl), and (el) are viewer background images for the viewer's position Qtni; the images are 

obtained from the image (a) by the background planes P defined by different sets of parameters Lp = 

5, 10, 15, A0p = -45, 0, +45, and !J.<pp = -45, 0, +45. Each of the bottom-left and bottom-right 

images in (cl) has a black area at one top comer; this area is out of the range in which the image (a) is 

converted on the image in (cl). We mean a real view containing a real object with projection and the 

directly-observed background behind it by "augmented" view. The images in (c2), (d2), and (e2) are 

augmented views seen from the viewer's position Qtni; in each image, a dark central area is the cube's 

surface onto which the viewer background image in (cl), (dl), or (el) is projected from the projector's 

position Qpr by using the two-pass algorithm while the remaining area behind the cube is the directly

observed background in (b). 
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(a) 0v 160 180 200 (d) 0v 160 180 200 

:I 0 0 0 lO 
• I t, ~ " " I r, l"J ~ 
(b) 0v 160 180 200 (c) 0v 160 180 200 

Figure 7. View-dependent projection ofa virtual object for different viewer's positions in Exp.I. rv = 
rJni = 3.0 . 

The images in Figure 8 show the practical usefulness of the parameters Lp , 60p, and 6<pp . The 

change of Lp moves the plane P forward/backward in the viewer's viewing direction, which 

magnifies/demagnifies the viewer background image and adjusts the sizes of all the boxes uniformly. 

The change of t::,.0 p and l:!.<p p changes the incline of the plane P, which distorts the viewer background 

image and adjusts the sizes of the boxes relatively according to their positions. The main purpose of 

our method is to make a viewer feel a virtual object merging into the real world by making the viewer 

not feel the presence of a real object by the background projection. For this purpose, the most important 

evaluation to the background approximation by the plane P is to evaluate how seamlessly the projected 
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background on the cube's surface matches the directly-observed background behind the cube along 

the boundary of the cube's contour. The central image in (d2), which is obtained by Lp = 10, li0p = 

0, and li<pp = 0, has the best seamless match between the projected background and the directly

observed background along the boundary; in this case, the plane P is the same as the plane which the 

boxes are arranged close to. The result of this experiment shows that our method can adjust the 

"boundary match" between a projected background and a directly-observed background easily, 

intuitively, and efficiently. This ability is important to achieve the merge of a virtual object into the 

real world. 

4.1.3 Projection of virtual object and real background 

The result of the third experiment "Exp.3" is shown in Figure 9. This experiment shows how 

our method achieves the merge of a virtual object into the real world by the view-dependent projection 

of not only the virtual object but also the real background. The images in Figure 9 are augmented views 

seen from twenty-five viewer's positions given by 0v = 160, 170, 180,190,200 and <fJv = 

80, 85, 90, 95, 100 at a constant distance rv = rJni = 3.0. Each image has a dark central area of the 

cube's surface with the projection of the teapot and the background and the remaining area of the 

directly-observed background. The projector at the position Qpr cannot project a projection image on 

the bottom face of the cube, which makes the bottom face black in each image of <fJv = 100. 

Conversely, the top face of the cube is bright in each image of <fJv = 80. Background boxes are 

arranged close to the surface of a sphere, which is represented by the brown curve in Figure 8 ( d). The 

sphere has its center at the origin O and a radius of 10 meters. The boxes are given the same random 

rotation and displacement as those of the boxes used in Exp.2. Then, if the distance Lp of the 

background plane Pis the same as the sphere's radius and the plane's normal vector N is the same as 

its base normal vector N 0, the resulting augmented view for every viewer's position has almost the 

best boundary match between the projected background on the cube's surface and the directly-
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observed background behind it. Thus, we select Lp = 10, !J.0p = 0, and /:J.<pp = 0. Each image in 

Figure 9 shows the above result although there are some slight gaps between the projected background 

and the directly-observed background along the cube's contour. The gaps are caused by the difference 

of the shapes of the sphere and the plane Pas well as the approximation of the 3D shapes of the boxes 

by the plane P. 

The brown checkered plane in the images ofFigure 9 is the floor. The boundary match between 

the projected floor on the cube's surface and the directly-observed floor is not appropriate. In particular, 

they do not match at all in the area near the cube, as shown in the images for <pv = 80. This is caused 

by the reason that the floor is far from the plane P. 

4.1.4 Interpolation of background parameters 

The fourth experiment shows the effectiveness of the interpolation of background parameters 

Lp, !J.0p, and /:J.<pp. This experiment consists of two sub-experiments "Exp.4-1" and "Exp.4-2". The 

results of these experiments are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The images in each figure are augmented 

views seen from the same twenty-five viewer's positions as those used in Exp.3. In Exp.4-1 and 4-2, 

grid points G[i,j,k] with coordinates [ri, ej, <pk] given by Equations (40), (41), and (42) are defined by 

Table 2. Background boxes are arranged close to one vertical plane in Exp.4-1 and two vertical planes 

in Exp.4-2, as represented by the brown lines in Figure 8 ( c) and ( e) respectively. The plane in ( c) was 

also used in Exp.2. The two planes in (e) intersect perpendicularly, and the line of intersection of the 

planes is parallel to the z axis and intersects with the x axis. Both planes are 10 meters away from the 

origin O. The boxes are given the same random rotation and displacement as those of the boxes used 

in Exp.2 and 3. In the following, we mean the above planes for the boxes by "box plane". The 

background parameter interpolation provides an appropriate boundary match between a projected 

background and a directly-observed background for an arbitrary viewer's position. In each ofExp.4-1 

and 4-2, the best result obtained by the interpolation is compared with the best result without the 
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interpolation. The global parameters Li, t:.0;, t:.<pi and the local parameters Lt, t:.0fo, t:.<p~ are shown 

in Tables 3, 4, and 5. When the interpolation is not used, only global parameters are used and local 

parameters are not used. In this case, the global parameters were selected to provide the best result for 

the viewer's initial position Qtni. 

In Exp.4-1, the images in Figure 10 (a) are obtained when the interpolation is not used. The 

global parameters in Table 3 make the background plane P become the same as the box plane for the 

viewer's initial position Qtni. Therefore, the image for RfJti = [3.0, 180, 90] in the center ofFigure 10 

(a) has almost a perfect boundary match between the projected background and the directly-observed 

background. However, the same parameters are also used for other viewer's positions without the 

interpolation. Then, as the viewer goes away from Qtni, the plane P moves away from the box plane. 

This makes the boundary match worse. Particularly, in the images for [0v, 'Pv] = [160, 80], [160, 100], 

[200, 80], and [200,100] in the four comers of Figure 10 (a), there are noticeable gaps between the 

projected background and the directly-observed background along the cube's contour. 

The images in Figure 10 (b) are obtained when the interpolation is used. In addition to using 

the global parameters in Table 3, the local parameters in Table 4 are given to the grid points to define 

the linear interpolation functions FL~, F aefe, and F t.<p~ in Equations (34), (35), and (36). The local 

parameters were selected to make the plane P become the same as the box plane for the viewer's 

positions at the respective grid points. In Figure 10 (b ), the nine images with black frames are obtained 

directly from the local parameters given to the grid points while the other images are obtained from 

local parameters given by the interpolation functions. The nine images have almost perfect boundary 

matches between the projected background and the directly-observed background although there are 

some slight gaps caused by the approximation of the 3D shapes of the boxes by the plane P, 1:he other 

images also have appropriate boundary matches due to the interpolation although their qualities are 

slightly lower than the qualities of the above nine images. The comparison between the images in (a) 

and (b) of Figure 10 shows that the background parameter interpolation works quite well to obtain an 
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appropriate boundary match for an arbitrary viewer's position. 

In Exp.4-2, the distribution of the boxes close to the two box planes needs to be approximated 

by a single background plane P. The images in Figure 11 (a) are obtained when the interpolation is not 

used. The global parameters in Table 3 were carefully selected such that the projected background was 

matched with the directly-observed background as appropriately as possible along the cube's contour 

for the viewer's initial position Qf;ti. The resulting plane P is parallel to the yz plane and 12.8 meters 

away from the origin 0. The image for Rtni = [3.0, 180, 90] in the center of Figure 11 (a) has an 

appropriate boundary match although there are some noticeable gaps caused by the approximation of 

the two box planes by the single plane P as well as the approximation of the 3D shapes of the boxes 

by the plane P. However, the other images have worse boundary matches with serious gaps due to the 

same parameters selected only for Qtni. The boundary matches in Figure 11 (a) are much worse than 

those in Figure 10 (a) because of the difficulty of the approximation by the single plane P. 

The images in Figure 11 (b) are obtained when the interpolation is used by the global 

parameters in Table 3 and the local ones in Table 5. The grid point with coordinates h, 0j, <Pk] = 

[3.0, 180, 90], which are the same as Rtni, is given the same parameters in total as those given in the 

"without-interpolation" case, that is, Lp = Li + Lt = 12.8, !J.0p = t:.0i + !J.0ft = 0, ll<pp = !J.<p$ + 

ll<p~ = 0. Consequently, the central images in (a) and (b) of Figure 11 are the same by the same plane 

P. The two grid points with [ri, 0j, <pk] = [3.0, 180, 80] and [3.0, 180, 100] are given the local 

parameters to make the same plane P remain. This means that the same plane P remains for a viewer's 

position with Tv = 3.0, 0v = 180, and 80 ::s; <pv ::s; 100 by the interpolation. The three grid points with 

0j = 160 in Table 5 are given the local parameters to make the plane P become the same as the right 

box plane in y ::s; 0 seen from the origin O. This is reasonable because a viewer at the position with 

0v = 160 sees mainly the boxes close to the right plane. In the same way, the local parameters given 

to the three grid points with 0j = 200 make the plane P become the same as the left box plane in y ~ 

0. In Figure 11 (b), the nine images with black frames are obtained directly from the local parameters 
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given to the grid points. These images have appropriate boundary matches although there are some 

gaps. Among them, the three images for 0v = 180 have more noticeable gaps than the others have. 

The projected background in each of the three images has the boxes, some of which are close to the 

right box plane and others of which are close to the left one. The noticeable gaps are caused by the 

imperfectness of the approximation for the two box planes by the single plane P. The projected 

background in each of the remaining six images for 0v = 160 and 200 has the boxes, all of which are 

close to only one of the two box planes. The single plane P works quite well to approximate the 

distribution of the boxes. On the other hand, the images other than the above nine images are obtained 

from local parameters given by the interpolation functions. These images also have appropriate 

boundary matches due to the interpolation although there are also some gaps. Among them, the two 

images for 0v = 180 have some noticeable gaps and the four images for 0v = 160 and 200 have less 

gaps by the same reason as that for the images with black frames. The ten images for 0v = 170 and 

190 have noticeable gaps although the projected background in each image has the boxes, all of which 

are close to only one of the two box planes; this situation of the boxes is the same as that for 0v = 160 

and 200. The background parameters for 0v = 170 are obtained by interpolating the parameters given 

to the grid points for 0v = ej = 160 and 180. This means that the background plane P170 is the 

intermediate between the two planes P160 and P180 , where Pev means a plane for 0v. Thus, the 

noticeable gaps for 0v = 170 are caused by the plane P170 that does not coincide with the box plane. 

The same applies to the case of 0v = 190. Compared to Figure 11 (a), the boundary matches are 

greatly improved in Figure 11 (b) by the background parameter interpolation although there are some 

gaps, part of which are noticeable. 

The result of the above experiments shows that the background parameter interpolation has 

the fundamental ability to make the boundary match between a projected background and a directly 

observed background as appropriate as possible for an arbitrary viewer's position. This ability achieves 

the effective view-dependent projection to make the viewer not to feel the presence of a real object but 
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feel a virtual object merging into the real world. 

4.2 Experiment in real environment 

We secondly made some experiments by applying our method in a real environment. We used 

a white cube made from styrofoam as a real object; its size is 0.4 x 0.4 x 0.4 meters. We used two 

Kinect sensors; one was used as a tracking sensor to track a viewer, and another was used as a camera 

to capture a real background. They were fixed near the cube and directed toward the sides opposite to 

each other. We used the 3D geometric model of a virtual object shown in Figure 10. Viewer virtual 

object images were obtained by the second option described in Section 3.7.2; the model was rendered 

in advance for Mr x M0 x Mcp = 1 x 360 x 1 discrete viewer's positions, that is, for everyone degree 

around the model. The demo videos were captured by moving a video camera around the cube. 

The results of the three experiments are shown below. Figure 11 shows some frame images of 

the demo video obtained in the experiment "Exp.5". In this experiment, the background is a planar 

wall with three figures near the cube. The video shows that our method worked well. The correct 

appearance of the virtual object is always seen from the moving video camera. The appropriate 

boundary match between the projected background and the directly-observed background was 

obtained by adjusting the background plane so as to fit the wall. The virtual object looks as ifit existed 

in the real world. It was difficult to eliminate the presence of the cube perfectly due to the difference 

of the brightness of the projected background and the directly-observed background. As a result, the 

cube looks like a transparent box containing the virtual object inside. This visual effect of the virtual 

object and the cube was also yielded in the experiments "Exp.6" and "Exp.7". 

Figure 12 shows some frame images of the demo video obtained in the experiment "Exp.6". 

In this experiment, a rack containing some boxes was put as a background object in front of the wall 

used in Exp.5. The video also shows that our method worked well to show the correct appearance of 

the virtual object and the appropriate boundary match. Some gaps between the projected background 

and the directly-observed background were caused by the difficulty of the approximation for the non-
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planar background object by the background plane. The dark parts appearing in the left and right sides 

of the rack in the projected background are out of the range of the camera background image. Figure 

13 shows some frame images of the demo video obtained in the experiment "Exp.7". Figure 14 shows 

some projection images used for the demo video. In this experiment, the background is far from the 

cube and the background objects have complicated shapes. The black jaggy-shaped wall is about 10 

meters away from the cube. The white wall behind the black wall is about 15 meters away from the 

cube. Besides, there are desks and chairs in front of the black wall, black computers and monitors in 

front of the white wall, and speech tables. Our method worked well to treat a far complicated-shaped 

background in a large space. In the video, the correct appearance of the virtual object and the 

appropriate boundary match for the complicated background are seen even if the video camera moves 

within a wide-angle range around the cube. The boundary match over the wide range was achieved by 

the interpolation of background parameters to obtain an optimal background plane for each position 

of the video camera. 
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Figure 8. Viewer background images and augmented views for different background parameters in Exp.2. 
(cl), (c2) Lp = 5. (di), (d2) Lp = 10. (el), (e2) Lp = 15. 
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Figure 9. Augmented views for different viewer's positions in Exp.3. rv = rJni = 3.0 . 
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Table 2. Definition of grid points in Exp.4-1 and 4-
2. 

Minimum Maximum Number of 
Interval 

coordinate coordinate points 

ri rmin = 2.5 rmax = 3.5 Nr = 3 IJ.r = 0.5 

0i 0min = 0 
0max Ne= 18 IJ.0 = 20 = 360 

<pk (()min= 80 (()max N<p = 3 IJ.<p = 10 = 100 

Table 3. Global and local background parameters 
in Exp.4-1 and 4-2. 

Exp. Interpolation 
Global parameters Local 

Li IJ.07 IJ.<pj parameters 

Exp.4- not used 10.0 0.0 0.0 not used 
1 used 10.0 0.0 0.0 Table.4 

Exp.4- not used 12.8 0.0 0.0 not used 
2 used 10.0 0.0 0.0 Table.5 

Table 4. Local background parameters given to grid points in Exp.4-1. Other grid points are given 
[Lt, !J.0fa, IJ.<p~] = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]. 

r; = 3.0 
0; 160 180 200 

<fh,. L1;, 1J.0h /J.qJ~ L1;, 1J.0h /J.qJ~ L1;, 1J.0h /J.qJ~ 
80 0.805944 20.0 -10.0 0.154266 0.0 -10.0 0.805944 -20.0 -10.0 
90 0.641778 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.641778 -20.0 0.0 
100 0.805944 20.0 10.0 0.154266 0.0 10.0 0.805944 -20.0 10.0 

Table 5. Local background parameters given to grid points in Exp.4-2. Other grid points are given 
[Lt, !J.0fa, IJ.<p~] = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]. 

r; = 3.0 
0; 160 180 200 

<Pl< LI;, 1J.0h IJ.(f)t LI;, 1J.0h IJ.<JJt LI;, 1J.0h IJ.<JJt 
80 1.203993 -25.0 -10.0 2.997460 0.0 -10.0 1.203993 25.0 -10.0 
90 1.033779 -25.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 1.033779 25.0 0.0 
100 1.203993 -25.0 10.0 2.997460 0.0 10.0 1.203993 25.0 10.0 
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Figure 12. Virtual object of Equestrian Statue (Tsonjin Boldog) . 

Figure 13 . Augmented views in real environment with near planar background. 
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Figure 14. Augmented views in real environment with near non-planar background. 

Figure 15. Augmented views in real environment with far complicated-shaped background. 
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Figure 16. Projection images used in experiment of Figure 15. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In SAR, when a virtual object's shape is different from a real object's shape, the difference of the shapes 

causes undesired empty areas onto which the virtual object is not projected on the real object's surface. We 

proposed a view-dependent method to eliminate such empty areas by projecting the real background behind the 

real object. To treat a far background in a large space, the real background's image is captured by an RGB camera 

and converted to an image for the viewer's position based on homography. The image conversion uses the 

approximation of the background's shape by a background plane, which is defined by practical background 

parameters interpolated on a 3D grid space. This adjusts the projected background so as to match the directly

observed background according to the viewer's position. Consequently, our method makes the viewer not feel 

the presence of the real object but feel the virtual object merging into the real world . 

Currently, the presence of a real object is not eliminated perfectly due to the difference of the brightness 

of a projected background and a directly-observed background. This should be appropriately improved by 

photometric calibration. Our method has a serious problem; the view-dependent display is available to only a 

single viewer and not available to multiple viewers simultaneously. However, the simplicity of our method 
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enables the integration with an existing method developed for multiple viewers. This is an important future work. 

Currently, a background plane is adjusted by giving background parameters manually. The development of an 

efficient way to determine optimal parameters automatically or semi-automatically is also a future work. In the 

current practice, a camera to capture a background and a tracking sensor to track a viewer are fixed near a real 

object and directed toward the sides opposite to each other. This configuration allows a viewer to see only one 

side of a virtual object. Two Kinect sensors are used as the camera and the tracking sensor, respectively. If each 

Kinect sensor works as both a camera and a tracking sensor, the viewer can see two opposite sides of the virtual 

object. By expanding this configuration, we are planning to develop a system to allow a viewer to enjoy a 360-

degree view of a virtual object merging into its real background by using multiple Kinect sensors. 

There are definite possibilities to refine and further our study in advance. We also would like to multiply 

the number of 3D Models to view and add more variety. Switching between different Objects and different 3D 

Models would be preferable. The further configuration will give this study the ability to be viewed by multiple 

viewers at the same time. In future work, there will be an adjustment of the brightness and contrast of the 

projected backgrounds and the directly-observed background. This should be appropriately improved by 

photometric calibration. The development of an efficient way to determine optimal parameters automatically or 

semi-automatically is also in plan for future work. 
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Appendix 

A. Images in experiments in real environment 

Figure A.l 3D Model in experiments in real environment. This is a simplified 3D 
Model of the E uestrian statue built in honour of Chin is Khaan. 
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A.2 Augmented views in real environment with near planar background. The 
Distance between the cube and the back round is about 1.5 meters . ...---------------, 
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A.3 Augmented views in real environment with near non-planar background. The 
distance between the cube and the back round is about 1.5 meters. 
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A.4 Augmented views in real environment with far complicated-shaped background. 
The distance between the cube and the back round is about 9 to 14 meters. 
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A.5 Augmented views in real environment with far complicated-shaped background. 
These were obtained in a different lighting condition from the condition of Figure 

A.4. 
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